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Ž .The initial value problem IVP for the Benjamin]Ono equation with un-
bounded initial data is considered. We show existence and uniqueness of global
solutions for sublinear growth data. The method of proof relies in an appropriate
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the existence of global solutions of the
Ž . Ž .initial value problem IVP associated with the Benjamin]Ono BO
equation for some kind of unbounded data; that is,
› u q H › 2 u q u › u s 0, x g R, t ) 0,t x x
1.1Ž .
u x , 0 s u x ,Ž . Ž .0
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where H denotes the Hilbert transform
1 1 ˆH u x s p.v. )u x s yi sgn j u j x .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ .Ž .
p x
This integro-differential equation models the propagation of internal waves
Ž w x.in stratified fluids of great depth see 3, 16 and turns out to be important
Ž w x.in other physical situations as well see 7, 9, 15 . Among noticeable
properties of this equation we can mention that it defines a Hamiltonian
Ž w x.system, satisfies infinitely many conserved quantities see 5 , can be
Ž w x.solved by an analogue of the inverse scattering method see 2 , and
Ž . Ž w x.admits multi soliton solutions see 5 .
The study developed here was motivated by the recent Kenig et al. work
w xin 13 . They considered the IVP associated with the Korteweg]de Vries
Ž .KdV equation,
› ¤ q › 3¤ q ¤ › ¤ s 0,t x x
for initial data of the form
¤ x s a x k q a x ky1 q ??? qa x q a q f x , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .0 k ky1 1 0
Ž .with k odd, a ) 0, and f g S R , and showed that the IVP has globalk
‘Ž w ..solutions ¤ g C R = 0, ‘ which grow no more than linear, their first
derivatives are bounded for fixed t, and their higher order derivatives lie in
some weighted L2 space-time spaces. This result complemented a previous
w xone obtained by Menikoff 14 . He obtained global classical solutions for
the IVP associated with the KdV equation in the sub-linear case, i.e., for
initial data satisfying
d j 1yj< < < <¤ x s o x as x “ ‘, 0 F j F 7. 1.3Ž . Ž .Ž .0jdx
Ž .The IVP 1.1 has been studied for a broad class of initial data. For data
w x Ž .which decay at infinity, it was proved by Iorio in 8 that 1.1 is locally
sŽ . sŽ . Žwell-posed in H R for s ) 3r2 and globally in H R for s G 2 see also
w x. w x Ž . sŽ .1 . Ponce showed in 17 the global well-posedness of IVP 1.1 in H R ,
s G 3r2. Iorio also proved that stronger decay of the initial data is not
Ž .generally preserved; more precisely, the IVP 1.1 is globally well-posed in
Ž . rŽ . 2ŽŽ 2 . r .the weighted Sobolev space F R ’ H R l L 1 q x dx for r s 2.r
Ž .For r s 3 the same is valid provided that the initial data satisfy Hu x dx0
Ž .s 0 and for r G 4 this is not true anymore since persistence in F R ,r
r G 4 does not follow. Roughly speaking, this is due to the nonsmoothness
< <of the symbol of the dispersive part of the equation, j j . This establishes
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Ž w xa remarkable difference between the KdV and BO flows see 11 for this
.property in the KdV case .
w xFor nondecaying initial data, Iorio et al. have recently considered in 10
the IVP associated with the Benjamin]Ono with bore-like initial data g,
Ž .i.e., g x having the properties
Ž . Ž .i g x “ C as x “ "‘,"
Ž . X sii g g H , for some s G 0,
Ž . Ž . 2Žw .. Ž . 2ŽŽ x.iii g y C g L 0, ‘ and g y C g L y‘, 0 ,q y
Ž .and showed that solutions of 1.1 with this type of data satisfy
w x su x , t y g x g C 0, T , H R , for any T ) 0 and s G 2.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2Ž .Notice that in the latter case the initial data do not belong to L R but
they are still bounded functions.
Ž .Our purpose is to study IVP 1.1 with data related to the sublinear case
Ž .1.3 . More precisely, we consider u satisfying the conditions0
< < X < <ydu x s o x , u x s o x andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
j 1.4Ž .d y1yd< < < <u x s o x as x “ ‘Ž . Ž .0jdx
for 2 F j F 7 and d ) 0 arbitrarily small.
The statement of our main result is the following
Ž .THEOREM 1.1. If u satisfies the hypotheses in 1.4 , then the initial ¤alue0
Ž .problem 1.1 has a unique global classical solution u satisfying
2 1 w xu g C C R = 0, T for any T ) 0.Ž .x t
Ž .We point out that the extra d decay in 1.4 is merely needed for
j s 1, 2; for details see the remark after Lemma 2.2 below.
Remark 1.1. Theorem 1.1 can be seen as a balance between the
nonlinear part, Burgers’ equation, for which the initial data develop
Ž .singularities in finite time except in the non-decreasing case and the
dispersive part, H › 2, which provides enough conservation laws to extendx
the solutions globally in time.
Ž .Remark 1.2. The growth conditions in 1.4 are optimal since for
Ž .u s yx we find that the solution of the IVP 1.1 ,0
x
u x , t s y ,Ž .
1 y t
blows up at t s 1, at all points.
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Notice that in this situation the dispersion effect is not relevant and
indeed such u also solves the inviscid Burgers IVP
› u q u › u s 0, x g R, t ) 0t x
u x , 0 s yx.Ž .
For initial data with linear or superlinear growth, monotonicity plays an
important role; e.g., for u s x the solution defined by0
x
u x , t sŽ .
1 q t
exists for every t ) 0. However, if some dissipation effects are considered,
we can find global solutions even for nonmonotonic initial data, as easily
can be checked by considering Burgers’ IVP with viscosity
› u q u › u s › 2 u , x g R, t ) 0,t x x
u x , 0 s x sin x .Ž .
The Hopf]Cole transformation u s y2 › ¤r¤ provides us the explicitx
global solution, with ¤ being solution of the heat equation IVP:
› ¤ s › 2 ¤ x g R, t ) 0,t x
1¤ x , 0 s exp x cos x y sin x .Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Remark 1.3. The nonlocal character of the Hilbert transform does not
allow one to apply the techniques used for the KdV case with data as
Ž .in 1.2 .
Remark 1.4. The proof given here for Theorem 1.1 also works for the
Ž .KdV case. We can actually choose d s 0 in 1.4 and provide in such way a
w xslight improvement to the hypotheses in 14 .
The method of proof is as follows. Let T ) 0. We split the data u in0
Ž . Ž . Ž .such a way that u x s f x q w x with f ‘‘small enough’’; then we0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .choose w s u y f and express the solution of the IVP 1.1 as u x, t0 0 0
Ž . Ž .s f x, t q w x, t where f solves Burgers’ IVP,
w x› f q f › f s 0 x g R, t g 0, T ,t x 1.5Ž .
f x , 0 s f x ,Ž . Ž .0
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and w solves a perturbed BO IVP,
› w q w › w q H › 2 w q › f w q H › 2f s 0,Ž . Ž .t x x x x 1.6Ž .
w x , 0 s w x .Ž . Ž .0
Ž .The IVP 1.5 is completely understood and we only need to establish
Ž .some properties of the solutions that we will use to study the IVP 1.6 .
Ž .The difficulty in studying the IVP 1.6 with the standard techniques
comes from the fact that f is not bounded, so we need to deal with IVPs
where f will be truncated and then show that solutions of those IVPs
satisfy a priori estimates in order to define the solutions in the whole
w xinterval 0, T , where f is already defined. It is also shown that solutions of
Ž .the IVP 1.6 satisfy a priori weighted bounds which are crucial to prove
uniqueness of our original IVP. To establish these a priori estimates
we will make use of the conserved quantities associated to the BO flow
Ž w x.see 5 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove some results
Ž .concerning solutions of Burgers’ equation. The IVP 1.6 will be studied in
detail in Section 3. The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 4.
Ž .2. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS OF IVP 1.5
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Gi¤en f x satisfying0
< <f x F e x , x G M ,Ž .0
jd y1yd< < < <f x F e x for 2 F j F 7 and x G MŽ .0jdx 2.1Ž .
ydX X < < < <f x F e for x g R and f x s o x as x “ ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
with e , M ) 0 and d an arbitrary small positi¤e number, there is a unique
solution of the IVP
w x› f q f › f s 0 x g R, t g 0, Tt x
2.2Ž .
f x , 0 s f x ,Ž . Ž .0
1where T s . Furthermore, f satisfies growth estimates in the time inter¤al2e
w x Ž .0, T similar to those in 2.1 , with possibly a larger constant M.
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Proof. By using the method of the characteristics the solution of
Burgers’ equation is found to be given in implicit form by
w xf x , t s f x y tf x , t x g R, t g 0, T . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž .The change of variables y s x y f x, t will lead the estimates of the type
in 2.1. The cases j s 0, 1, 2 will be shown in detail.
Ž .Notice that from 2.3
y s x y f y , 2.4aŽ . Ž .0
X Ž < <yd . < <it therefore follows that y ; x since f s o x as x “ ‘ and t varies0
in a bounded set.
Ž . Ž . Ž . < <From 2.1 , 2.3 , and 2.4a , it follows that for x c 1
f x , t F f yŽ . Ž .0
F e x y tf x , tŽ .
1< <F e x q f x , t ,Ž .2
and therefore
< <f x , t F 2e x .Ž .
On the other hand,
fX x y tf x , tŽ .Ž .0
› f x , t s ;Ž . Xx 1 q tf x y tf x , tŽ .Ž .0
hence we have for every x g R
e
› f x , t FŽ .x 1 y Te
F 2e ,
and
Xf yŽ .0dd< <x › f x , t F y q tf yŽ . Ž . Xx 0 1 y T f yŽ .Ž .0
d
y q tf yŽ .0 d X< <F 2 y f yŽ .0d< <y
F c e .d
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Finally, differentiating one more time, we have
fY x y tf x , tŽ .Ž .02› f x , t sŽ .x 3X1 y tf x y tf x , tŽ .Ž .Ž .0
< <and so for x c 1 we obtain
Yf yŽ .01qd1qd 2< <x › f x , t F y q tf yŽ . Ž .x 0 3X1 y T f yŽ .Ž .0
1qd
y q tf yŽ .0 1qd Y< <F 8 y f yŽ .01qd< <y
F c e .d
In what follows, the commutator of two operators A and B defined by
w xAB y BA is denoted by A, B .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let f x, t be the solution of the IVP 2.2 ; then for c
Ž .defined as in 3.14 below we ha¤e that
c › k H › 2f g L2 R 2.4bŽ . Ž .x x
for k s 0, 1, . . . , 7.
ŽProof. For k s 0 we combine the Calderon commutator estimate see´
w x.6 with Lemma 2.1 to obtain
2 2 225 5 w xc H › f F H , c › f q H c › f2 2Ž . Ž .Lx x xL L
5 X 5 q 5 5 r 5 2 5 2F c › f q c › fL L Lx x
F c , 2.5Ž .M , d
1 1 1where q s and rd ) 1. For k s 1, . . . , 7 we can directly employ theq r 2
Calderon commutator estimate with q s ‘ and r s 2 and since the proof´
is completely analogous we omitted it.
At this point a remark is in order; it is exactly for the value k s 0 in
Ž .Lemma 2.2 for which we need the extra d decay in 1.4 and in this way
Ž .guarantee that the right hand side in 2.5 makes sense. It is also worth
Ž .noticing that although 2.4b holds for k s 0, . . . , 7, we will make use of
this result just for the values k s 0 and k s 1.
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Ž .3. SOLUTIONS OF THE IVP 1.6
Ž .In order to obtain solutions for the IVP 1.6 via the standard technique
of parabolic regularization, we point that this equation corresponds to a
perturbation of the Benjamin]Ono equation on which the coefficients are
not all bounded so it is necessary to divide the process in several steps.
First we consider the truncated IVPs
› w q w › w q H › 2 w q › f w q H › 2f s 0,Ž . Ž .t x x x N x N 3.1Ž .
w x , 0 s w x ,Ž . Ž .0
where
¡f x , t , if f x , t F NŽ . Ž .~2 N , if f x , t ) 2 Nf x , t s 3.2Ž .Ž . Ž .N ¢y2 N , if f x , t - y2 NŽ .
and f is as smooth as f is.N
Using parabolic regularization we can show that for each N there exists
Ž . Žw x 5. 1Žw x 3. 2Žwa unique solution of 3.1 in C 0, T ; H l C 0, T ; H l C 0,N N
x 1. Ž .T ; H for some T . In order to define the solutions of the IVP 3.1 inN N
w xthe whole interval 0, T we need to establish some a priori estimates
independent of N.
We begin with the L2 estimate. We proceed as follows. Multiply the
Ž .equation in 3.1 by w and integrate with respect to x:N
1 d
2 2w dx s y w › f w dx y w H › f dxŽ .H H HN n x N N N x N2 dt
1
2 2 2s y › w f dx y w › f dx y w H › f dxŽ .H H Hx N N N x N N x N2
1
2 2s y w › f dx y w H › f dx. 3.3Ž .H HN x N N x N2
The Cauchy]Schwartz inequality and properties of f giveN
21 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5y w › f dx y w H › f dx F › f w q › f wH HN x N N x N x N N x N2 ‘
5 5 2 5 2 5 5 5F e w q › f w . 3.4Ž .N x N
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Ž . Ž .Combining 3.3 and 3.4 , Gronwall’s inequality implies
T 25 5w t F w q › f t dt exp eT , for 0 F t F T . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HN 0 x½ 5
0
Next we obtain an H 1 a priori estimate.
We will use the fourth conserved quantity associated with the BO flow;
that is,
3 u42 2C u s 2 › u q u H › u q dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .H4 x x½ 52 4
3 2 3Ž .We apply the operator 4 › w › q 3w H › w q w H › q w tox N x N x N N x N2
Ž .the equation in 3.1 and integrate by parts to obtain
d 3 w4N2 22 › w q w H › w q dxŽ . Ž .H x N N x N½ 5dt 2 4
s y3 w › w f H › w dx q 3 w › w H f › w dxŽ . Ž .H HN x N N x N N x N N x
3 12 4 2 3y 6 › w › f dx y w › f q w › f dxŽ .H H Hx N x N N x N N x N4 2
y 3 › f w2 H › w dx q 3 w › w H w › f dxŽ . Ž .H Hx N N x N N x N N x N
y 4 › w H › 3f dx y 3 w H › w H › 2f dxŽ .H Hx N x N N x N x N
y w3 H › 2f dx. 3.6Ž .H N x N
Ž .We shall estimate all the integrals on the right hand side of 3.6 . We
begin with the first two integrals. Observe that
3 yw › w f H › w q w › w H f › w dx 4Ž . Ž .H N x N N x N N x N N x
w xs 3 w › w H , f › w dx.Ž .H N x N N x N
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Thus the Cauchy]Schwartz inequality, interpolation, and the Calderon´
Ž w x.commutator theorem see 4 give
5 5w x w xw › w H , f › w dx F w › w H , f › wŽ . Ž .H N x N N x N N x N N x N
< < 5 5 3r2 5 5 3r2F c › f w › wŽ .‘x N N x N
5 5 3r2 5 5 3r2F c e w › w . 3.7Ž . Ž .N x N
On the other hand, the Cauchy]Schwartz inequality, interpolation, and
f ’s and Hilbert transform properties give the remaining estimates for theN
Ž .other integrals on the right hand side of 3.6 ; that is,
2 25 5y6 › w › f dx F ce › wŽ .H x N x N x N
3 34 5 5 5 5y w › f dx F ce w › wH N x N N x N4
1 3r2 1r22 3 35 5 5 5 5 5w › f dx F c w › w › fH N x N N x N x2
3r2 3r22 5 5 5 5y3 › f w H › w dx F ce w › wŽ .H x N N x N N x N
3.8Ž .
3r2 3r25 5 5 53 w › w H w › f dx F ce w › wŽ .H N x N N x N N x N
3 35 5 5 5y4 › w H › f dx F 4 › w › fH x N x N x N x
1r2 3r22 25 5 5 5 5 5y3 w H › w H › f dx F c w › w › fŽ .H N x N x N N x N x
23 2 25 5 5 5 5 5w H › f dx F c w › w › f .H N x N N x N x
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 3.6 , 3.7 , and 3.8 we obtain
d 22 3 5 5C w t F cg e , › f t , › f t , w t q c e › w ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .4 N x x N x Ndt
3.9Ž .
where
2 3g e , › f t , › f t , w tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .x x N
5 5 2 5 2 5 2 5 3 5 4r3s c w › f q › fŽ .N x x
5 5 2 5 5 6 5 2 5 2 5 5 4q c e w q w q c 1 q e › f 1 q w . 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .N N x N
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Observe that g is a function that can be bounded independently of N. By
using the Cauchy]Schwartz inequality, Sobolev embedding, and Gagliar-
do]Nirenberg interpolation we also deduce that
C w 0 F c w 0 . 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .4 N N 1
Ž . Ž .Integrating 3.9 with respect to t and using 3.11 it follows then that
t 2




2 3G e , t s g e , › f s , › f s , w s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H x x N
On the other hand,
2 1 3 12 45 5› w s C w y w H › w dx q w dx.Ž . Ž .H Hx N 4 N N x N N2 4 8
Interpolation and Young’s inequality then imply
2 1 2 65 5 5 5 5 5› w F C w q h q h › w q c h , h w , 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x N 4 N 1 2 x N 1 2 N2
where h , h are positive numbers.1 2
Ž . Ž .A suitable choice of h , h in 3.13 combined with inequality 3.121 2
implies
t2 2
› w t F c w 0 q G e , t q c e › w s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hx N N 1 x N1
0
Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5 6where G e , t s G e , t q c w t .1 N
Gronwall’s inequality implies
T2
› w t F c w 0 q G e , s ds exp c e T , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hx N N 11½ 5
0
for 0 F t F T . 3.14Ž .
5 5This inequality plus the a priori estimate for w gives an a prioriN
estimate for the H 1-norm independent of N.
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2 Ž .To establish an H a priori estimate for solutions of 3.1 we consider
the sixth conserved quantity associated with the Benjamin]Ono equation;
that is,
6u 5 5
4 3C u s q u H › u q u H u › u dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H6 x x½ 56 4 3
5 222 2q 5u › u q u H › u q 2u H › u H u › u dx 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H x x x x2
22 2 2y 10 › u H › u q 2u › u H › u dx q 8 › u dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hx x x x x
The argument to show the a priori estimate in this case, although
similar, is rather technical, so we will give the final statement of the results
without giving the details. Proceeding as in the previous case we can show
that
t 22F w t F c w 0 q F e , t q c e › w s ds, 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . H6 N N 0 x N2
0
where
t jq2F e , t s f e , w s , › w s , › f s ds, 0 F j F 4,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H0 N x N x
0
f independent of N.
Using the Cauchy]Schwartz inequality, Gagliardo]Nirenberg’s interpo-
Ž .lation, Young’s inequality, and 3.15 we get
2 12› w t F C w q F w t , › w tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x N 6 N 1 N x N8
F c w 0 q F e , t q F w tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .N 0 1 N2 1
t 22q c e › w s ds.Ž . Ž .H x N
0
Thus an application of Gronwall’s inequality gives
t22› w t F c w 0 q F e , s q F w s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Hx N N 0 1 N2 1½ 5
0
= exp c e t . 3.16Ž . Ž .Ž .
Since F and F are independent of N, we have established an a priori0 1
estimate for the H 2-norm of w independent of N.N
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Once the H 2 a priori estimates are available, the structure of the
equation and the Sobolev embedding theorem allow us to obtain a priori
estimates of w independent of N in higher order Sobolev spaces. This isN
basically the content of our next lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. For any k G 3 and 0 F t F T the solutions of the IVPs 3.1
satisfy
Tk k kq25 5› w t F c w q › f t w t q › f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k Hx N 0 x N x2½ 5
0
T
= exp 2e q w t dt . 3.17Ž . Ž .Ž .H N½ 5
0
k Ž . kProof. Apply the operator › to Eq. 3.1 ; then multiply by › w andx x N
integrate respect to x:
1 d 2k› w dxŽ .H x N2 dt
s y › k w › w › k w dx y › k H › 2 w › k w dxŽ .Ž . Ž .H Hx N x N x N x x N x N
y › kq1 f w › k w dx y › k H › 2f › k w dxŽ .Ž . Ž .H Hx N N x N x x N x N
s y I q I q I q I .Ž .1 2 3 4
So we estimate each of the I X ’s. To estimate I , we recall the commutatorj 1
Ž w x.estimate see 12
k k ky1 k
‘ ‘5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5› fg y › fg F c › f › g q f › g .Ž . Ž .L Lx x x x x
Then
k kq1 k< <I F › w › w y › w w › w dxŽ .Ž .H2 x N x N x N N x N
kq1 kq › w w › w dxŽ .H x N N x N
2k k k
‘ 25 5 5 5 5 5F 2c › w › w › w q c › w › w dxŽ . Ž .L L Hx N x N x N x N x N
5 k 5 2 5 5F c › w w . 3.18Ž .2x N N
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For I we have after integrating by parts2
I s H › kq1 w › kq1 w dx s 0. 3.19Ž .H2 x N x N
We appropriately split I and apply the commutator estimate again to4
obtain
k k k k< <I F › › f w › w dx q › f › w › w dxŽ . Ž .H H3 x x N N x N x N x N x N
5 k 5 5 k 5 5 5 5 k 5 5 k 5 2F 2 e › w q › f w › w q e › wŽ .2x N x N x N x N
5 kq1 5 5 5 5 k 5q › f w › w2x N x N
5 k 5 2 5 k 5 5 kq1 5 5 5 5 k 5F 3e › w q c › f q › f w › w . 3.20Ž .Ž . 2x N x x N x N
Finally, for I we have4
k 2 k< <I F › H › f › w dxH4 x x N x N
5 kq2 5 2 5 k 5 2F › f › w . 3.21Ž .L Lx x N
Ž . Ž .From the estimates 3.18 ] 3.21 and Gronwall’s inequality, the proof of
Ž .3.17 follows.
Now we turn our attention to show weighted a priori bounds for wN
independent of N. Define
< <¡1, if x F 1
~'< < < <x , if 1 F x F Nc x s 3.22Ž . Ž .N ¢'N , otherwise.
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. If w is the solution of 3.1 thenN
kc › w t is bounded independently of NŽ .N x N
for k s 0, 1 and 0 F t F T . 3.23Ž .
Proof. First we show the case k s 0.
Ž .Multiply the equation in 3.1 by c w c and integrate with respectN N N
to x:
1 d 2
c w dxŽ .H N N2 dt
22s y c w c H › w dx y c w › w dxŽ .H HN N N x N N N x N
y c w c › f w dx y c w c H › 2f dx. 3.24Ž . Ž .H HN N N x N N N N N x N
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Ž .Next we estimate each term on the right hand side of 3.24 .
Integration by parts gives
c w c H › 2 w dx s y2 c X w c H › w dxH HN N N x N N N N x N
y c › w c H › w dx.H N x N N x N
So using the definition of c and properties of the Hilbert transform weN
have
2X 5 5y2 c w c H › w dx F c w . 3.25Ž .H 1N N N x N N
On the other hand, observe that
12 2y c › w H › w dx s › w H , c › w dxH HN x N x N x N N x N2
and › c 2 is a bounded function, so we can apply Calderon’s commutatorx N
theorem to obtain
22 5 5c › w H › w dx F c w , 3.26Ž .H 1N x N x N N
where c is a constant independent of N.
The Cauchy]Schwartz inequality implies
2 25 5 5 5y c w › w dx F c c w w . 3.27Ž . Ž .H 2N N x N N N N
Applying Leibniz’ rule and integration by parts in the third term on the
Ž .right hand side of 3.24 we obtain
y c w c › f w dxŽ .H N N N x N N
2s y c w › f dx y c w c f › w dxŽ .H HN N x N N N N N x N
2 X1 2s y c w › f dx q c c f w dx.Ž .H HN N x N N N N N2
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Properties of f implyN
2 2 2< < 5 5 5 5c w › f dx F › f c w F e c w . 3.28Ž . Ž .H ‘N N x N x N N N N N
On the other hand, the properties of c and f giveN N
fNX X2 2 2 2c c f w dx s c c f w dx q c w dxH H HN N N N N N N N N N< <x< < < <1F x FM MF x FN
5 5 2 5 5 2F c w q c c w . 3.29Ž .N N N
Ž .Finally, to estimate the last term in 3.24 , we use the Cauchy]Schwartz
inequality and Lemma 2.2 to deduce
2 25 5 5 5c w c H › f dx F c w c H › fH N N N x N N N N x
5 5 5 X 5 q 5 5 r 5 2 5F c c w c › f q c › f . 3.30Ž . 4L LN N N x N x
Ž . Ž .Collecting the results in 3.25 ] 3.30 and combining with the equality
Ž .3.24 it follows that
1 d 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5c w F e q c q w c w q c wŽ . 1N N N N N N2 dt
5 5 5 X 5 q 5 5 r 5 2 5q c c w c › f q c › f . 4L LN N N x N x
An application of Gronwall’s inequality will lead to the desired result.
Ž .Now we consider the case k s 1. Applying in 3.1 the operator by
c 2 › w › and integrating with respect to x,N x N x
1 d 2
c › w dxŽ .H N x N2 dt
s y c 2 › w › H › 2 w dx y c 2 › w › w › w dxŽ .H HN x N x x N N x N x N x N
y c 2 › w › 2 f w dx y c 2 › w › H › 2f dx. 3.31Ž . Ž .H HN x N x N N N x N x x N
Ž .To estimate the first term on the right hand side of 3.31 we use the
Ž . Ž .same argument used in 3.25 and 3.26 ; that is,
y c 2 › w › H › 2 w dx s 2 c c X › w H › 2 w dxH HN x N x x N N N x N x N
q c 2 › 2 w H › 2 w dxH N x N x N
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and
X 2 25 5 5 5y2 c c › w H › w dx F c › w › w . 3.32Ž .H N N x N x N x N x N
On the other hand, observe that
12 2 2 2 2 2y c › w H › w dx s › w H , c › w dxH HN x N x N x N N x N2
and › c 2 is a bounded function, so we can apply Calderon’s commutator´x N
theorem to obtain
2 2 2 25 5 5 5c › w H › w dx F c › w › w , 3.33Ž .H N x N x N x N x N
where c is a constant independent of N.
Ž .The second term on the right hand side of 3.31 can be estimated as
follows. We first use Leibniz’ rule to write
y c 2 › w › w › w dx s y c 2 › w w › 2 w dxŽ .H HN x N x N x N N x N N x N
2y c › w › w dx.Ž .H N x N x N
After integration by parts we have
2 32 5 5 5 5 5 5y c › w › w › w dx F c c › w w q c w . 3.34Ž . Ž .H 2 1N x N x N x N N x N N N
Ž .Next we estimate the third term in 3.31 . Leibniz’ rule and integration by
parts give
2X2 2y c › w › f w dx s c c f › w dxŽ . Ž .H HN x N x N N N N N x N
23y c › w › f dxŽ .H N x N x N2
y c 2 w › w › 2f dx.H N N x N x N
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Ž .The argument used in 3.29 , properties of f , and the Cauchy]SchwartzN
inequality imply
2 2y c › w › f w dxŽ .H N x N x N N
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2F c › w q c › w q e c › wŽ .x N N x N N x N
5 2 51r2 5 3 51r2 5 5 5 5q c › f › f c w c w . 3.35Ž .Ž .x x N N N N
Finally, the Cauchy]Schwartz inequality and Lemma 2.2 imply
2 3 35 5 5 5y c › w c H › f dx F c › w c H › f . 3.36Ž .H N x N N x N N x N N x
Ž . Ž .From 3.32 ] 3.36 and Gronwall’s inequality we obtain an estimate for
2c › w in the L -norm independent of N.N x N
Let us summarize what we have proved so far; from the classical theory
j Ž .and the a priori estimates of the H -norm j s 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 there is a
Ž . Žw x 5Ž .. 1Žwsolution of the IVP 3.1 , w , such that w g C 0, T : H R l C 0,N N
x 3Ž .. 2Žw x 1Ž ..T : H R l C 0, T : H R , N s 1, 2, 3, . . . , and furthermore
k 2Ž .c › w g L R , k s 0, 1, uniformly in N.N x N
Our next goal is to show that there is a subsequence of the sequence wN
converging to a function, ˆ uniformly on compact sets of the form
w x w xyL, L = 0, T and that such ˆ actually defines a distributional solution
Ž .for the IVP 3.1 . More precisely, the following theorem holds:
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. For e¤ery N, let w be the solution of the IVP 3.1 . ThenN
w xthere exists a subsequence w and a function ˆ defined in R = 0, T suchNk
that
› jw “ › jˆ and › w “ › ˆ ,x N x t N tk k
w x w xfor j s 0, 1, 2 uniformly on compact sets K s yL, L = 0, T . Furthermore,
‘ 2 j ‘ 2'< <w x w xˆ g L 0, T : H R and x › ˆ g L 0, T : L RŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .x
for j s 0, 1, 3.37Ž .
Ž .and ˆ is a weak solution of the IVP 1.6 .
w x w xProof. Let us fix the compact set K s yL, L = 0, T . From the
regularity of the w and the Sobolev embedding theorem we have thatN
› jw g C K for j s 0, 1, 2, 3,Ž .x N
3.38Ž .
› j › w g C K for j s 0, 1, 2,Ž .x t N
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Ž .and from the a priori estimates, previously obtained, the equation in 3.1 ,
and the Sobolev embedding theorem we have
j
j lq2
j5 5 5 5 5 5› w F c w , T , › fÝHx N 0 xž /
ls0
for j s 0, 1, 2, 3,
jq1
j lq2
jq 3< < 5 5 5 5sup sup › › w F c w , L, T , › fÝHx t N 0 xž /w x w xtg 0, T xg yL , L ls0 3.39Ž .
for j s 0, 1, 2,
2
2 lq25< < 5 5 5 5sup sup › w F c w , L, T , › f .ÝHt N 0 xž /w x w xtg 0, T xg yL , L ls0
Now we can apply the Arzela]Ascoli theorem together with a diagonal
process to guarantee a uniformly convergent subsequence of w to a limit,N
w xˆ , on K, which is pointwise well defined in R = 0, T and such that
2 w x w x› ˆ g C R = 0, T and › ˆ g C R = 0, T . 3.40Ž .Ž . Ž .x t
Fatou’s lemma and the a priori estimates yield
lim inf w2 dx F lim inf w2 dx F c ; 3.41Ž .H HN Nk k
‘Žw xtherefore, from the pointwise convergence we conclude ˆ g L 0, T :
2Ž .. Ž .L R . A similar argument shows that 3.37 indeed holds. To keep simple
‘Ž . w xthe notation we denote w s w . Let w g C R = R and K s yL, LN N 0kw x Ž .= 0, T containing its support. Since w solves the IVP 3.1 we multiplyN
this equation by w and integrate respect to x and t to obtain
› w w q w › w w q H › 2 w wŽHH t N N x N x N
q› f w w q H › 2f w dx dt s 0Ž . .x N N x N
and after integrating by parts we get
1 2 2 2w › w q w › w q w H › w q f w › w y H › f w dx dt s 0.Ž .HH N t N x N x N N x x N2
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Now, the uniform convergence allows one to pass the limit and obtain
1 2 2 2ˆ › w q ˆ › w q ˆ H › w q fˆ › w y H › f w dx dt s 0,Ž .HH t x x x x2
3.42Ž .
since for large index N, f s f on K.N
Ž .Actually, one more integration by parts in 3.42 and the regularity of
ˆ yield
› ˆ q ˆ › ˆ q H › 2ˆ q › fˆ q H › 2f s 0 on K ,Ž . Ž .t x x x x 3.43Ž .
ˆ x , 0 s w x .Ž . Ž .0
Ž .Therefore, ˆ s w defines a solution of the IVP 3.1 , with
2 1 w xw g C C R = 0, T ,Ž .x t
Ž .and satisfying 3.37 .
Ž .It remains to prove uniqueness of the solution of the IVP 1.6 . We
Ž .argue in the standard manner. Assuming w and w solutions of IVP 1.61 2
Ž .with the properties described in 3.37 , we have that C s w y w is the1 2
solution of the IVP
2 w x› C q H › C q › fC q C› w q w › C s 0, t g 0, T , x g R,Ž .t x x x 2 1 x
C x , 0 s 0, x g R.Ž .
Multiplying the equation by C, integrating by parts, and using the decay
Ž .estimates in 3.37 and the properties of f give
1 d 2 25 5 5 5C t F c › w q › w q e C t .Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ ‘x 1 x 22 dt
An application of the Gronwall inequality gives the result.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
1Proof. Let us take T c 1 and define e s . First, we split u as02T
u x s f x q w x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
Ž . < <where f satisfies 2.1 in Lemma 2.1 with f s u for x G M. Such f0 0 0 0
Ž .can easily be obtained from the growth properties of u in 1.4 . For0
w xdetails of this construction see for instance 14 .
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Ž .From Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.3 the solution of the IVP 1.1 can be
written as
w xu x , t s f x , t q w x , t for x g R, t g 0, T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where f solves IVP 2.2 and w solves IVP 1.6 . It is also clear that
2 1Ž w x.u g C C R = 0, T .x t
Ž .On the other hand, if there is u that also satisfies IVP 1.1 then1
Ž .w s u y f is a solution of the IVP 1.6 , where f is the unique solution1 1
Ž .of the IVP 2.2 . The uniqueness property in Theorem 3.3 allows us to
conclude that w s w and hence u s u.1 1
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